2018 Spiritfest Program Biographies of Speakers
Anthony Kenton (Tony)
President and founder of the Society for Metaphysical Enlightenment, former president of New Hope
Metaphysical Society. Author of 2 books, artist, business owner, president, engineer and R & D.
Adolphina Shepard
Creator/Host of TV Show "God's Way YTVY". Angelic Adolphina works consciously as an Ambassador of
Good Will on behalf of Creator God & The Holy Trinity to assist in raising the collective consciousness &
vibration for those that need it in this Universe for the final Ascension Shift. She has successfully done
this very same thing in 5 former lifetimes in various universes.
Rev.Richard Malz
I am blessed to be guided by Spirit to know what healing modalities best serve my clients’ needs in where
they are on their own personal journey. Every session is unique and geared to encourage the next
breakthrough that gets you where you need to be, or holding you back from your highest potential and
living the life you’ve always dreamed of and allow me to be your guide and serve as a catalyst to help
propel you towards your true path
Angelo Rizzo
Producer, engineer, composer, musician (guitar, bass guitar, piano, alto and soprano saxophones,
didgeridoo, percussion and drums, Native American style flute). Angelo has over 30 years experience as
a professional musician. He holds a Certificate in Sound Healing from the Globe Institute, San Francisco,
CA. He is co-owner of Sound Spark Productions LLC, a music production company. Currently, he is doing
sound healing classes and workshops in the Philadelphia area.
Rachel Sue Ritz RN
Rachel Ritz is an RN of nearly 50 years. She is also a retired Unity minister, metaphysician, life and
business coach, Reiki Practitioner and Somaderm Gel business owner.
Maureen Rogers
Love of herbs and journey began over 30 yrs ago and she opened her first herb shop in 1982. She took a
two year program at the Dominion Herbal College, as well as David Winston’s two year course of Herbal
Therapeutics, publishing and maintaining Herbnet.com a herbal information web site designed for the
public for all things herbal, the founding of “The Herb Growing and Marketing Network” a herbal trade
association, for over 25 years. Her research resulted in the publishing of the HERBALPEDIA TM; a
publication for which she is the editor and publisher.
Maureen Bender has been seeing auras since birth. She is a Reiki master and accessing the Akashic
records; however, she feels most comfortable as an everyday lightworker for betterment and growth of
mankind in becoming more conscious of one’s true self.
Troy Taylor
Judy Kay was born with the God given gift for hearing, seeing and communicating with the other side
from age 3. Judy uses her gifts to help the living communicate with the departed as well as help the
departed communicated with the living. She is a gifted psychic and empath as well as a medium, which
helps people in every aspect of their life past, present and future in a positive manner. www.JudyKay.net
Rev. Rose Moyer was born with what is called a veil. She has been a clairvoyant/medium since birth.
She has been speaking and seeing the departed her entire life. With permission from both the individual
in physical reality and from spirit she communicates messages that are usually brief and reflect
unconditional love from beyond.
Suzanne Werfelman was a K-12 art teacher for 38 years. She is now certified to facilitate Marconic no
touch healing and calibration which is a new multi-dimensional energy healing modality that permanently
aligns one with source. She has presented at the National Dowsers Conference and is also photographer
of 5 dimensional subjects.
Annabella Wood majored in Einsteinian physics in college and a recent graduate of new physics
taught by Resonance Science Foundation which combines wisdom of the ages with mathematical backed
science of understanding. She is a long time student of A Course in Miracles and the Work of Byron Katie
and is an ordained interfaith minister at the Circle of Miracles Ministry School as well as an accomplished
musician.

Craig Bennett holds degrees from Ursinus College and John Hopkins University. He is a retired
English teacher and author of “Nights on the Mountain a spiritual journey” His book and journey from a
skeptic to an ever increasing curiosity and acceptance of what is considered paranormal, metaphysical,
spiritual or just plain “far out”. His experience and expedition into the dry tropical wilderness of Brazil in
search of ancient ruins led to the writing of the book.
Tanya Moyer is a member of the family owner company known as Kentucky Hemp Works, which
provides locally grown handcrafted hemp products for health and wellness. They are the first family driven
endeavor where hemp is grown, processed and manufactured on the same farm by three generations of
women. They produce farm-to-table of hemp seed oil and protein manufactured items and are advocates
of hemp products. https://www.kentuckyhempworks.com/

